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' S  
The motion of charged particles i n  the electric and 
magnetic fields constitutingthe earth's magnetosphere is ca3.- 
culated using the  asslmrptSon that t k -  first and second adiabatic 
invariants are conserved. 
the effects of the solar wind pressure on the sunward side of the 
magnetosphere and of the newly discovered curreat sheet i n  the 
magnetospheric t a i l .  The electric f ie ld  is deduced i n  the 
ionosphere from the SD current system which accompanies 
magnetic bays. 
equipotentials so that  the electric f l e l d  can be projected 
throughout the magnetosphere. 
is  discussed quslitatively while the notion of solar wind 
particles which become trapped on the surface of t h e  magneto- 
sphere is calculated i n  quantitative detail.  
solar wind electrons (kinetic energy a t  the magnetospheric 
surface 
of 1 t o  40 keV and w i l l  be confined t o  a narrow latitudinal 
zone where extensive precipitation into the atmosphere Kill occur 
durbg l o c d  nighttime. 
fined to  a region south of the electron region and will precipitate 
during local afternoon and evening. 
The model of the magnetic field includes 
The magnetic field l ines are t h a  assrmred to be 
The mtfon of low energy pbsma 
It i s  found that 
1 kev) w i l l  be accelerated t o  energies i n  the range 
Protons of similar energy w i l l  be con- 
3 
The conclusion is reached that aimoral events are pro- 
duced largely by electrostatic acceleration of so& wind particles 
and occur on lines of force which close in the t a i l  of the 
magneksphere within 50 of the earth. 
4 
A satisfactory understanding of geophysical phenomena 
such as auroras, magnetic s t o m ,  and trapped radiation belts 
will probably cane about only through qaantitative calculations 
of the motions of charged particles i n  the electric and magnetic 
fields wNch cmstitute the magnetosphere. 
involve the use of a model of the magnetosphere and they can 
be elrpectedto mroduce actual particle motions only t o  the 
extent that the model represents the actual fields. The 
field8 are, today, only imperfectly known. 
believe that calculations using a model based on the known 
features should provide reasonably accurate representations of 
gross features of actual particle motions, such as geceral flow 
paths and precipitation patterns. 
Such c8lculations 
loevertheless we 
The magnetometers on Eqlorers 10, 12, 14, and 18 
(Imp I) [HeIrpner e t  al., 1963; Will and Amazeen, 1963; 
&hill, 1964; Ness et al., 1964; Ness, 19653 have provided a 
gooOthough incomplete description of the magnetic field. 
These measurements have revealed that the magnetic field has 
a well defined boundary on the sunward side of t h e  earth’s 
damdusk meridian plane and is dram out into a t a i l  of 
undetermined length on the antisolar side Eess e t  al. [ Is43 
5 
. 
have shown that  the field undergoes a sharp reversal of direction 
near the center of t h e  t a i l  indicating a current sheet of con- 
siderable extent. 
the f ie ld  are known i n  the interior of the magnetosphere to 
distances of - 30 
measurements of the electric field have been made, but reasonable 
estimates of it i n  the ionosphere may be deduced from current 
system8 which are inferred fkom magnetic disturbances observed 
on the ground. 
field are sensitive to  Bsslrmptlons made about the conductivity 
of the ionosphere, the height of the currents, and the contribu- 
tion of earth currents t o  the magnetic disturbances. Once a 
field is obtained in the ionosphere it may be projected through- 
out the megnetoqhere by ssaumb~ t h a t  the  conductivity per- 
pendicular t o  the nagnetic field lines is negligible compared 
t o  the conductivity pa,rallel t o  them so that the  field l ines m y  
be considered to be equipotentials. 
The approximate intensity and direction of 
(earth radii) Prom the earth. No direct 
Both the magnitude and the direction of the 
I n  order to calculate the mbtions of particles we have 
constructed a model of the  magnetosphere which exhibits the 
gross fea+ures described above. 
of that derived from the high-latitude SD current system and 
that  due t o  charge separation caused by the rotation of the 
ionosphere with the earth. 
The electric f ield is the  sum 
The calculation of particle motions 
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in the -el of the f ie ld  was done under the assumption that 
the first two adiabatic invariants and the t o t a l  energy (kinetic 
plus potent id)  of t h e  particle are ccnsenred. 
limited ourselves to lines of force which reach the earth a t  a 
magnetic latitude greater than 60°. Lower latitude l i n e s  of 
force are nemly dipolar in character and particle motions on 
these l h e s  should be w e l l  represented by the use of a dipole 
field. 
Hones [1%5] . 
We have also 
Such studies have been carried out by Mae&% E13641 and 
The w e t i c  f i e l d  model wed is a modification of that 
used in earlier calculations of particle d r i f t s  by W e s  
19633 A large image dipole limits the extent of the earth's 
magnetic field toward the sun and qpositely directed uniform 
fields, added above and below the mgnetic eqwtmisl plane, 
extend the magnetosphere's t a i l  in a manner comparable with that 
observed by l@ss [ 19641. The Uni-jersity of Iowa's IBM 7040 
computer w8s used t o  calculate magnetic f ie ld  lines in t h i s  
model a8 well as the needed values of the integral inVariant. 
Simple magping o f t h e  electric f ie ld  derived from SD 
current f3ystem and corotation effects into the equatorial 
plane of the model and into a cross section of its t a i l  has 
provided certain insights i n t o  the patterns of circulation of 
7 
plasma in  the earth's magnetosphere. 
qualitatively. In a mre quantitative vein, flow patterns of 
=--wind protons and electrons, assumed trapped a t  the eurface 
of the magnetospheqhave been determined and precipitation 
patterns of these particles on the earth traced out. 
of the latter with pa.-rti.de measurements by satellites and 
rockets and with auroral obselcpations lead us to conclude 
that the auroral partides--both electrons and protons--are 
solar-wind particles streeming through the magnetosphere, 
accelerated and precipitated by the  action of electrostatic 
fields. 
These are C2lscussed 
Comparisons 
These calculations predict many of t he  observed features 
Probably the most significant is the prediction of of auroras. 
a zone of relatively narrow l a t i t u d i n a l  extent on the night side' 
of the earth in which 1 t o  40 keV electrons w i l l  precipitate. 
Protons must precipitate t o  the soxth of this region where 
electrons are found thus pruviding an explanation for the 
separation of electron and h;rdrogen auroras observed i n  the 
evening [Rees, Belon, snd R m i c k ,  1%1]. Another striking 
prediction is the sharp cutoff of lar energy proton precfpita- 
tion at the noon meridian- Such a cutoff has been observed by 
the Lockheed exjyrimenters [Meyerott, 19641. 
In addition to providing predictions which agree with 
observations these quantitative calculations cast doubt upon 
certain features of earlier qualitative explanations of geo- 
m s g n e t i c  phenauena. 
events occur on magnetic lines of force which close in the tail 
of the magnetosphere within 50 % of the earth, not on lines of 
force which extend into the interplanetary medium. Also 
turbulence and randm processes do not appear t o  be of primary 
importance in producing auroral particles. 
For instance, we believe that auroral 
In general the results provide strong justification for 
the use of adiabatic theory in studflng particle behavior 
even in  the more distant regions of the magnetosphere. 
L 
9 
The model used for  the magnetfc f ie ld  employs an image 
dipole t o  produce the effects of surface currents which limit 
the spatial extent of the field lines which emanate fram the 
earth [Hones, 19633. 
uniform current sheet of finite thickness is added i n  the tsil 
of the magnetosphere. 
section of the model is shown i n  Figure 1. 
oriented parallel to  each other and are assuned t o  be per- 
pendicular t o  the ecliptic plane, 
centered about the ecl ipt ic  plane and has a thidktless of - 5  BE. 
The e@e effects o f t h e  current sheet are neglected so that the 
magnetic f ie ld  of the current sheet is just a uniform f ie ld  
parallel t o  the earth-- line, directed toward the sun north 
of the ecliptic plane and away f r o m t h e  sun south of the  ecliptic 
plane. 
In addition, the f ie ld  of an infinite 
The noon-midnight meridional cross 
The dipoles are 
m current sheet wa8 
The magnetic moment of the image dipcle and tke distance 
between the two dipoles were adjusted t o  obtain the appropriate 
radial distance t o  the fYont b~undary a t  t ie subsolar point. 
An w e  dipole 28 time8 as strong as the earth' E, 
placed 40 
t o  be a t  a radial distance of 10.8 % a t  the subsolar point. 
away, caused the boundary of the magnetosphere 
. 
lo 
The magnetic f ie ld  strength at the s~&solar point is 60 7 
(1  7 = loo5 gauss). 
t o  be 30 y i n  the present calculation. 
with wealser cur;TeDt sheet f i e lds  show no significant chsnges 
either i n  the integral  invariants or i n  the configuration of 
the field l b e s  . ) 
The f ie ld  of the current sheet was taken 
(Subsequent calculations 
The intersection of the boundary of th i s  model with the 
dam-dusk meridian plane is nearly circular with a radius of 
about 17 l5. The tail of the model magnetosphere is rougbly 
cylh5-lcal in shape although its thickness perpendicular t o  
the equatorial plane does decrease slightly at larger radial 
distances. (At LO this thickness i s  agproxirria%ely 30 I$.) 
The half width i n  the equatorial plane r-s - 17 I$. 
Ness's measurement with IMp-1 [Ness e t  al., 19641 shows 
that, near the ecliptic plane, the width of the magnetosphere 
increases as one moves a w ~ g  from the sun and appears to  approach 
a ma~dmum vahe of - 40 
system used tFmmghout this paper is one i n  which the X-axis 
points to?& the sun, the g-&s is w-ti-parallel t o  the 
3t x = -20 RE. (me cocrdinate 
dipole moment of the earth, arid the Euris is ckosen t o  form 
a right-handed system. This cmespozids t o  a solar ecliptic 
system since we have assumed the dipole axis t o  be normal to  the 
ecliptic plane,) In the dam-dusk meridian plsrte the width 
appears to be - 26 Rg. The measured field intxnsity was 30 to 
60 y near the subsolar point. 
POF the calculatiaos described in  this report, it is 
inportant, not only to use a model whose dimensions and field 
intensities match those of the real magnetosphere, but also 
whose lines of force trace out the same paths as do those in 
the rea3 xr!8gnetosphere. Unfartunately, there exists little 
evidence on which to base an estimate of the gath follcrwed 
through the magnetosphere by a line of force emanating frnm 
a chosen point on the earth. !!%is is  especially true of the 
bi@-latitude l inea of farce. F'igure 2 is a view of the 
equatorial plane of our rpDdel sbawing the equatorial crossing 
points of lines of force f'ran va.rious longitudes. 
back of the high latitude lines is evident. We have arbitrarily 
chosen to & f i e  as "closed linesn only those which m 6 8  the 
equator at distances less than 50 RE. For -le, in the 
midnight meridian plane, the line from 12.4 degrees co-latitude 
is the highest latitude nclosedn line. 
The drapiag 
OW definition of " ~ l o s e d '  lines results in there 
being at the pales csp of the earth a roughly circular region 
extending from - 9" co-latitude at noon to  - 13' co-latitude 
at midnight froa! which emerge "open" lines, i .e., lines which 
extend beyond 50 %. This region is indicated in Figure 3, 
which is a view of the north polsr c q  of the earth. 
subsequent polar diagrams i n  t h i s  report are also views f'mn~ 
abuve the north pole.) I n  the ta i l  the "closed" lines 
Occupy a mugUywedge-shaped region centered on the equstorird 
p i e .  
(All 
It extends the f'ull width of the tai l  and has a thick- 
ness of -10% a t  x = -10 I$, tapers t o  - 4 % at -25 %, 
and ends in a sharp edge 8t -50 %. ActuaUythe ck.,oice of 
the distance t o  which a line must extend in ord5r t ha t  it be 
considered upen is not critical. 
(say ux) 
latitude range of the closed l ines  a t  the surface of the earth 
since, in this d e l ,  a current sheet of infinite extent is 
A choice of greater distances 
or 150 RE)  does not significantly extend the 
m-d. 
Some infomation about where lines of force go i n  the 
rea l  magnetosphere can be obtained fxwnthe high latitude 
termination of energetic trapped particles if one assumes that 
these particles cannot be durzblj trapped on lhes  of force 
Wfiidh penetraSe the current sheet. 
- 10 
the field of the earth's magnetic moment jwi l l  have a sharp 
radius of curvature (of the order of the thickness of the 
current sheet). 
Such lines, a t  least beyond 
where the f i e ld  of the current sheet is greater than 
Figure 3 indicates the region on the earth 
frwm which m a t e  those lines of force wk-ich penetrate the 
current sheet at X C - 10 5. The low-latitude boundary Of 
this region corresponde q@te well with the high latitude 
bom=darg of trapping of > 40 keV electrons, reported by Frang, 
Van Allen, and maven [1964], though some differences are 
seen, especially near t he  nom meridian. Frank et al. show 
the termination of trapping at noon to be at - 13" while the 
model would predict about 9'. 
on the position of the neutral point l i n e ,  this appears t0 
fndicate that the neutral point in the r e a l  -etospkere 
should be at about U0. 
out on a -el. which incorporates this modification. 
present model, however, w e a r s  to be qu i te  satisfecctOry in  
most  respects. If m e  keeps in mind the fact that the rea3 
napetosphere probably has a neutral  point line at - Eo 
instead of - 9' as found in this model, sane of tine deviations 
between experiment and the calculations to be discussed are 
re&md. 
Since the prediction depends 




Wge-scale electric fields are generated i n  the magneto- 
sphere by (a) ionospheric motions produced by gravitational 
action of the sun and moon, (tides), and by the sun's heating 
of the atxrosphere; (b) the earth's rotation, c a r r y i q  with it 
a t  least the lower levels of the ionosphere; and ( c )  interaction 
of the solar wind with the outer we tosphe re .  ThW the 
electric fields have not been measured directly, considerable 
knowledge about them has been gained from st-ldies of gecmqpetic 
f ield variations associated with the currents they produce i n  
(and above) the ionosphere. 
two kinds of daily variation, with ;?eriods of a solar day 
and a lunar &ay. 
due t o  gravitational effect of the moon, is vary small and wiU 
not be discussed =her. When the S variation is derived 
The geomagnetic field undergoes 
These are decoted by S and L. The L variation, 
magnetic- quiet days (us- the five internatioml 
quiet days of each month) it is denoted by Sq. 
derived from disturbed days (usually the five international 
disturbed days)  it i s  denoted by SD. (The Sq variations arise 
from the gravitstional and heating action of t h e  sun and t h e i r  
theory is quite w e l l  understood. 
occurring on disturbed da,ys is thought t o  be &le t o  the S O W  
When it is 
The additional variation 
wind's action and is not understood theoretically. 
the latter variation, however, that the electric field we use 
i n  these calculations I s  derived.) The disturbance dailx 
variation, der?oted by SD, is defined as the diflerence &a=&. 
A t  hi@ geomagnetic latitudes the vwistion, SD, is  much 
greater than a t  l o w  latitudes and S derived k.om the international 
quiet day records of high latitude stations generally contains 
an apprecisble SD part.  hapm man and Bartels [1~1, p. 2901 
conclude that "the distribution and develapnent of the dis- 
turbance f ie ld  (SD) i n  polar regions, as well as in  lower 
latitudes, remain fa i r ly  constant and independent of the 
intensity of the disturbance". 
high latitude region (above - 60' lat i tude) i n  which the 
strong SD currents flow appears t o  broaden and move t m d s  
lower latitudes during periods of intense disturbance.) 
t o  a first approximation, the pattern of currents causing the 
disturbance field may be regarded as hadrig a constant shape 
but varying intensity and orien",ation. 
[19k], From a study of hundreds of magnetic bays observed a t  
many stations during the Polar Year ,  1932-33, constructed the 
disturbance field current s y s t e m  which i s  skown 
The magnetic bays were not associated with storms but were 
It is f r o m  
(!Fhey add, however, that the 
Thus, 




required, for selection in the study, t o  have a maximum hod- 
zontal intensity a t  least as great as the average disturbance 
daily variation (SOi) for international disturbed days at 
each station. The current system of Silsbee and Vestine thw 
represents moderately disturbed (though not stomtime) conditions. 
A model electric f i e l d ,  2, was derived frm the  current 
system of Figure 4 by solving the equation, 
H e r e  3 is the height-integrated current flowing in  the ionosphere 
and d is the height-integrated conductivity tensor; values fur 
4+ 
the latter were taken A.am the work of Fejer [1%31 . The electric 
field, mropriately integrated, provided the  pate;ltial distribu- 
t ion which is shown plotted over the north polar cgp in Figure 5.  
The orientation of t h i s  potential distribution with respect to the 
earth-sun line is one of its mre notable features because the 
direction of the equipotential l ines mer the polar cap (within 
- 15 degrees of the pole) has been cited, i n  t he  past, as 
observational support for theories of magnetaspheric convec- 
t ion which have been developed by Axford aad €tines [19611 
and by Levy e t  a3. C19631. 
e t  sl. (1$5).1 
[See also Axford (lw); Axford 
These theories s w s t  a streaming of plasma 
0 
forward (i-e., sunwaril) through the ta i l  of tk magnetosphere 
as a major feature of the convective motion there (induced, i n  
the case of Axford and Hines, by viscous interaction at the 
magne%osphere boundary and, in  the  case of Levy e t  al., by 
b r e w  and re-connecting of the earth's polas field lines) 
They cite, 88 observational support, the alignment of the 
polar cap ionospheric currents tcnrarct the BUI (equivalent t o  
convection of plasma by an 5 x 3 d r i f t  away from the sun, 
driven by an electric f ie ld  in  the dawn t o  dusk direction 
across the p01.ar cap). 
reported t o  have approximately this orientation by Chapman snd 
Be;rtels [ 19511 and by chapman [ 19511 
Vestine and Silsbee is directed about 65" to the west of the 
sun. A system direckd 60" to 90" to the west of the sun was 
derived from studies of 346 weak, moderate, and great storms 
by Sugiura and Chapman [1960]. 
11963, 19643 made a s ta t i s t ica l  study of the orientation and 
intensity of the very high latitude current system i n  quiet and 
disturbed times. 
directed most ofien - 65" west of t'ne sun while it tends t o  
point - 30" west of the sun during disturbed times. 
time variations, both i n  intensity and direction, are large. 
p ~ l a r  cap current systems were 
Earever, the system of 
me recently Pairfield 
He concludes that i n  quiet times it is 
The 
18 
Obserwationa,l evidence, thus, seems to suggest that i f  the very 
high latitude disturbance daily variation, SD, is attributable 
to ionospheric currents, these are, on the average, di.rected 
not toward the sun, but mre nearly - 60 degrees f'ran the B U n e  
It is notable, also, that the equipotential system which One 
derives f"ran the current system, when not only the 
-
conductivity but also the direct conductivity is taken into 
account, is rotated even f"t,her (about 15") wesfward- 
may be seen by conparing Figures 4 and 5; thus, it appears that 
This 
convection of plasma over the polar cap proceeds more nearly i n  
the direction dawn t o  dusk than i n  the direction noon to 
midnight. 
I n  addition t o  the electric f ie ld  deduced fram the observed 
currents, one must include the electric field caused by the charge 
separation induced by the rotation of the ionosphere with the 
earth. This electric field causes no cu l~en t s  i n  the reference 
frsme rotating with the earth, but i n  inertia space it will 
exert a force on particles and thus must be taken into account. 
This field is the usual polarization field produced when a 




The potential of this electric f ie ld  for a dipole whose magnetic 
moment is parallel t o  the axis of rotation is 
where Q is the angular velocity of rotation; 
is the dipole m n t ;  
8 is the co-letitude; and 
R is the radial distsnce. 
In the case of the  earth's ionosphere t h i s  becomes 
The effects due t o  the non co-alipmeni; of the magnetic moment and 
the rotation axis can be calculated and are discussed later. 
the calculations done in this study they were neglected. When 
t h i s  potent ia l  i s  added t o  the potential deduced from the SD 
currents the potential system i n  Figure 6 results. Notice 
that  the addition of the co-rotation potential system does not 
alter the potentizl system drastically3 that is, the SD electric 
field is co~isiderably largerthan the co-rotation field a t  
latitudes above - 60'. 
In 
To find the spatial  ciependence of the potentials, aad 
therefore the electric field,  we mahe use of the assumption that 
20 
the magnetic f i e l d  l ines a r e  equipotentials. 
assigning the value of the potentid which a field line has in 
the ionosphere t o  every point i n  space which l ies on t h a t  field 
line. Thus one obtains the potentials of all points i n  the 
magnetosphere. This process leads to the potential system 
shown i n  Figures 7 and 8. 
the equipotential surfaces with the geomegnetic eqvstorial 
plane (which coincides with the ecliptic plane i n  our model). 
Bigure 8 shows the intersection of the equipotential surfaces 
With the plane perpendicular t o  the earth-sun l ine  40 % from 
the  earth i n  the anti-solar direction (X = -40 %). 
latter figure shows tbat the electric fields are directed 
r?&dially out-vard k-om t h e  axis of t he  tail.. 
of the electric fields exists everywhere i n  the tail 
(i.e., x ,< -10 RE>. 
This is done by 
Figure 7 shows the intersection of 
Tbe 
The radial aspect 
It is interesting t o  consider the motion of very low 
energy plasma i n  such a field. 
nean particles whose -tic driffs are negligible c q a r e d  
(By very low energy plasma we 
t o  the 5 x B drift.) Viewed tawevd the earth frm far back i n  
the tail, the pl8sm8 will drift around the axis of the tai l  i n  
a counterclockwise sense north of the current sheet and i n  a 
clockwise sense south of the current sheet. I n  the equatorial 
p h e  the plasm& will flow toward the earth on the evening side 
Of the tail and away from the earth on the morniang side of the 
tail- 
entering the magnetosphere on the dusk side, flowing around 
behind the earth (presumbly forced to do so by the earth' S 
rotation), and leaving the wetosphere  on the dawn side. 
f low is scmer.?lat Sfferent f'rm that proposed by Axf'ord and 
Hines [1961] (rompare with their Figure 5). The differeme 
results largely fram the orientetioa of the electric potentials 
we have used. 
the tai l  is near the axis rather than on the morning side of 
the tail. This rotation center corresponds to the maximum i n  
the potentiai at 15" co-latitu&? at -. o200 LIT. (see figures 5 
and 6). Another inportant difference is that our model does 
not show the backward (i.e., anti-sow) f l o w  on the evening 
side of the tai l  which their model portrays. 
indj_cation of a strong forward flaw through the center of the 
tdl. In short, th is  model does not di-splay the major 
features which would be caused either by viscous interaction 
with the solar wind at the boundary or by the b r e a ~  and
re-connecting of f i e l d  lines. 
patt;ern has qualitative features which one would expect of 
The plasma flow near the earth resembles that of 8 fluid 
This 
We find, for example, the center of rotation in 
Nor is there 
REtther, the corivection 
22 
. 
a system driven by the earth' 8 rotation alone. Since the 
electric Held is deduced frat currents i n  the rotating 
ionosphere, h-, the convectian mtem clearly is 
driven s o m y  -by the rotsting earth. 
Center of rotation of the convection d-6 not coincide w i t h  the 
earth% rotational axis, but i s  displmed about 15" f'rm the 
pole.) W e  aze inclined to believe that the basic convective 
pattern is establfshed by the earth's rotetion but 5s modified 
and amplified by energy diverted iz some manner (though 
8pp.rentl.y not by Viscous drag nor by line breaking and re- 
connection as these processes have previously been describeti) 
Aw;l the solar wiad flow. 
(Note, al80 t h e  the 
Tbe radially directed electric field in the tail (aePiCtea 
in Figure 8) has rather important ConseQlLences regaxding the 
entry of low energy (i.e., less than a f e w  kFlwolts) particles 
into the - tail.
altogether and to draw in electrons do% the evening side 
Briefly, its effect is t o  exclude protons 
and mw them to tens Of l d l w o l t S .  TldS 5.S 
easily understood qualitatively. (Quautitative. details of the 
particle motion m e  the subject of Section m.) The m8gnetic 
drifts of protons snd electrons are directed fromD morning to 
evening and Fmn evening to mo-, respectively. On the 
morning side of the t a i l  these drifts are in the direction 
-site the electrical  force on the  two types of particles; 
thus, electrons and protons wfiich en+,er there axe de-energized 
88 they are convected away from the esrth by the E x 5 drift 
and do not penetrate far into t h e  t a i l .  On the evening side the 
electric force on electrons and protons is fn the same direction 
88 their magnetic drifts; thus, tney will be energized 88 the 
E x B drift carries them towerd the earth. 
proton's magnetic dr i f t ,  bela toward the surface, does not 
carry it into the tail; protons are, therefore, excluded here 
also. An electron's magnetic d r i f t  carries it furt'ne,r into the 
tail, and it gains energy as it -8. 
from a few kilovolts t o  a few tens of kilovolts,  the pasticle 
population of the - tail is expected t o  consist primarily of 
electrons. 
-
However ,  a 
Thus, i n  the energy rauge 
The electrons' drift through the tail constitutes an 
electric current i n  t he  dawn-to-evening direction, snd will have 
a tendency t o  distend the lines of force and, so, lengthen the 
tail. 
caught up f r o m  the solar wind and energized by the rotational 
convective field of the tail, are the  princigal agerit 
establishing and controlling the length of %he magnetosphere's 
tail. The fact tha t  the w e t i c  drift speed of the electrons 
This suggests that aagneticdJy-drif'ting electrons, 
24 
will be greatest where the magnetic f ie ld  is weakest and most 
sharply curved may provide a kind of positive feed back mechanism 
whereby their  effective current automatically becomes sharply 
concentrated i n  a sheet i n  the equatorial plane. We have not 
i~m8tigated this concept quantitatively. 
that it would be expected t o  pruvide a tail  whose length 
increases with increasing intensity of the solar wind. 
c l e a  that the current causing the sharp reversal of the magnetic 
f ield i n  the tail i s  produced by magnetic &if% of the con- 
tained particles rather than by an electric field, f o r  the 
electric f ie ld  on the dawn-side of the t a i l  is not directed 
properly to  produce the currents which are implied by the neutral 
sheet found there. 
We note, however, 
It seems 
An observed phenamenon which may provide information about 
the configuration of magnetic l ines of force is the occurrence 
of high latitude auroral arcs. We show i n  Section V that solar 
wind particles are electrostatically accelerated to auroral 
energies only on l i n e s  of force which close in  the magnetosphere- 
If we extend t h i s  t o  say that even high latitude 8uroral arcs 
must occur on closed lines, then Davis's 119623 observstions of 
polar cag aurorae and of t h e i r  anti-correlation with K 
[Davis, 19631 can be interpreted to mean that  i n  quiet times 
practically all l ines of force are closed, but that  increrraing 
P 
. 
solar w i n d  intensity breaks the very high la t i tude lines. 
non-conservative electric field associated with these time- 
variations of the magnetic field should be capable of changing 
particle energies by many kilovolts. We believe that this 
acceleration mchanism may have an importance, i n  generating 
energetic particles, comparable to the electrostatic mechanism 
which we have conaidered i n  our calculations (especially at 
times of magnetic storms). 
The 
A feature of our model which should be noted is tha t  the 
This 8urf'a= of the xmgnetosphere is an equipotential surf'ace. 
feature! occurs because the field l ines which make up the 
magnetospheric suFfece coxm out f r o m  the earth adjacent to  the 
neutral point line; thus they have a potential which is equal 
to that of the neutral point line. 
of the magnetospheric lines of force with the interplanetary 
lines of force, the megnetospheric surface might depart from an 
equipotential &ace. 
If there were interconnection 
We have neglectedthe effects of interconnection of the 
Field lines with the Interplanetary fields as far as their 
inf'lmce on calculations with our model i s  concerned, becsuse 
they ampear t o  be much less  significant than probable temporal 
variations i n  the electric and magnetic fields. For instance, 
l -  the non-aU.gment between the earth's axis of rotation and 
its -tic nwment w i l l  cause the potential of the surface of 
the magnetosphere t o  change relative to the potentials i n  the 
aumral -ne. 
change i n  the coratation field will cause the potential difference 
between t he  surf'ace of the magneto-here and the midnight auroral 
zone t o  change by aboutt 17 W. I n  addition, the fact  that the 
angle between the earth's w e t i c  -t and the ecliptic 
plane varies from about I 2 O  to nearly 35" during the course of 
a year probably wiU Wuence  both the nape t i c  and electric 
fields. 
Tbe variation i n  the potentiah caused by the 
ft should cause the neutral poiilc line t o  C h a n g e  
latitude by several. degrees and msy well cause some kind of 8 
seasonal shif't i n  the SD currents. Fairfielia [19@+3 hdicates 
that  both +.he patterns and the htensities of the SI) currents 
are functions of season and universal tfme 88 well as magnetic 
local t ime .  
allow one to  incorporate them into a model such as this. 
Quantitative evaluations of such variations would 
The important question of f i a t  causes the SD electric 
fields remains unanswered although it must be basic t o  a Full 
understanding of magnetospheric phenomns. W e  believe the 
fields presented here, however, t o  be reasonable zypprordmations 
t o  the real electric and magnetic fields tMch exist i n  the 
region surrounding the earth, at least in light of present day 
knowledge. 
adiabatic motion ofparticles in such fields. 




Motion of charged particles i n  a ccsrlplex ccmfigura&iOn 
OP electric and megnetic Fields can be s t d e d  most conveniently 
if it can be as- that the motion is adiabatic. 
specification of three constants of the motion, 
Then the 
w i l l  describe the motion of a whole clriss of particles; that is, 
those haw the specified K,- p, and J. p and J are only 
approximate constants of the motion, though K is rigorously 
conserved if the electric field is  conservative. 
invariant can be written 
The integral 
where Bm is defined by p = - and i n  this case, where the field 
Bm 
lines are assumed t o  be equipotentials, Bn is  the va.lue of the 
field at the turning point of the particle's motion. So one is 
led to use 
i .  
as the third constant of the mtion. The only variable in the 
integral is 3 80 J' can be calculated simply if the fields are 
known. 
and J' for a particle determines a surface on which the  particle 
must be found. In addition, the kinetic energy, W, the  mirror B 
value, Bmy the particle pitch angle, etc., can be calculated a6 
a fmction of position on this surface. 
When one knows the fields, a specification of K, )1, 
Formally the process of detemining the particle motion 
msy be described i n  the following mamer. 
t o  define a coordinate systemwfiich specifies the individual 
lines of force in the magnetic field. 
First it is necessary 
This can be conveniently 
taken to  be the magnetic co-latitude, Qo, and magnetic 
longitude, do, of the intersection of a line of force with 
the earth's surface. (Longitude is measured From the earth-sun 
l ine and the dipole axis is taken 85 the polar axis, assumed in 
this model to be perpendicular t o  the ecliptic plane.) I n  such 
a coordinate system, J' can be written as 
Now since K andp are also constants cf the motion and 
K = p Bm + qV, we 6ee 
. 
Thus we can substitute this expression for Bm into the above 
eqression for J' to obta3n 
3' (ao, $$o, V), K = const, )z = const. (12) 
mote, hasever, that the Atnctiond dependcAice of J' on V w i l l  
depend on the values of K and )L for the particle. 
V is a known function of eo and do; thus the above 
expressioa is equivalent to 
I .  
J' ( $ 9  a,), K = const, p = coast. (13) 
So for each set of values far E andp, one can draw contcurs 
of constant J' in %,go space and in this -way specify the 
magnetic lines of force on which the particle moves. 
interesting quantities are given by 
Then other 
I[ - qV - 
Bm - P 
Y = pBm 
s in  a = 4 etc. 
. 
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The direction of d r i A f t  along the constant J' surf'ace is obtained 
framthe elcpression for the amage velocity of drift toward the 
new field line given by lForthrop ami Teller c19601 which, for 
static fields, reduces t o  
where T is the la-k~tuZin?.l bounce period of the particle. 
meaning of the other sy?Xbols is obviotls. 
lple 
L? pactice, particle parameters e r e  dete-ed i n  just 
t h i s  way. 
on the Uni-rsity of Icwa ll3M 7040 computer. 
selected a t  intervals of 1' for  eo between 5" and 30° and at 
i n t e n d s  of 30" for #o f r o m  OO t o  180'. 
were wed around tile neutral point l ine  to determine the 
surface of the map-etosphere more eccurately. 
J' vs Bm were made for  each line. 
From the electric field in Figure 6 a table was matie of the 
potential of the field lines for which J' had been calculated. 
Thus by choosing v d u e s  for K and p, equation (U) I s  used to 
find the value of Bm for particles on each field line. 
using the J' vs Bm curves the value of J' is determined for 
each f ie ld  line. 
Tke i n t c g r a l  defining J' was evzluate3 numerically 
Lines were 
Several extra lines 
Plots  of 
See figures 9, 10, and 11. 
Then 
These mlues are then plotted on a $, #o plot, 
. 
fee . ,  on the polar regions, and contours of constant J' can be 
dram. 
obtainea'for various pairs of values for K andp (see Figures 3.2, 
13, and 14). 
Thus a set of plots of  contours of constant J' are 
To understand particle motions i n  terms of these curves 
two significant lines were added: 
particle kinetic energy vanishes, i.e., W = 0 line. This 
line is found by observing that W = 0 =>K = q V' where 
Vb is the potential on this b0Cmda;ry curve. 
W = q (Bb - V) it is seen that for q > 0, V < Vb, and for 
q < 0, V > Va. Thus positive particles are confined t o  the 
low potential side of the surface where V = V' and negative 
particles are confined t o  the high potential side of th i s  same 
first a cume on -&ch the 
Since W > 0 and 
surface. N o t e  that this bounding surface depends only on the 
chosen K, i.e., the total energy of the particles considered. 
The second curve of interest is a contour defined by 
This is  the line on which particles of the Bm = 0.5 gauss. 
chosen X and p w i l l  mirror qproximately at the  surface of the 
earth. 
Bm = 0.5 gauss then we find 




u is i n  keV/gauss, K is io keV, V is in kV, and q = +1 for 
protons, -1 for electrons. Thus the contour where Bm = 0.5 
gauss corresponds to the equipotential curve where V = 
From this it can easily be seen that particles of a given p ,  
9, end J' w i l l  precipitate *en the contour of constant J' 
P 
. 
crosses the Bm = 0.5 gauss contour, which w i l l  hereafter be 
called the precipitation contour. 
for electrons and protons are labeled "electron precip" and 
The precipitation contours 
n proton precip", respectively, i n  Figures 12, 13, and 14. 
Note that the precipitation contour depends on both K and p. 
. 
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I n  the preceding section it has been shown that e r n  the 
adiabatic invariants and the configuration of the field one can 
deduce the mtion of charged particles. In  &at follows this 
motion w i l l  be evaluated for particles starting in the solar 
wind with an energy less than - 1 keV. It will be assumed that  
these particles became trapped on the l ines of force which make 
up the surface of the magnetosphere. 
is i n  a trapped orbit, it w i l l  driftthrmgh the nmgnetoephere 
on a surface of canstant J' . 
require that the particle kinetic energy and its mirror B 
change as the particle &ifts. 
moving i n  this manner w 3 l l  be energized t o  energies between 
1 and 40 keV a;d precipitated during magnetic nighttime i n  a 
relatively nesm zone defined by the configuration of the 
fields. Protons w i l l  be energized to  similar energies and 
precipitated during the period start ing a t  noon, local magnetic 
t i m e ,  and continuing through the ni@t i n  a narrow region t o  the 
south of the region where electrons are precipitated. 
Then, once the particle 
Conservation of K and p will 
It w i l l  be shown that electrons 
Since the l ines of force which make up the surface of 
our model a l l  come out from the eartfi adjacent t o  the neutral 
point line, t he  surface of the model magnetosphere is an 
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equipotential surface. 
be 0 at 0 = 30° on the duskmeridian i n  the elec3ric field 
used. This made the potential of the surfkce +18. (Probably 
a mre logical choice would have been to make the surface of 
the w e t o s p h e r e  have zero potential.) A t  any rate, i n  our 
mode3, solar wind particles (W - 1 keV assun&) wiU have a 
total energy, K = - t 18 - + 1 keV, i.e., electrons ha-- a total 
energy of - -17 t o  -18 keV and protons have a to t a l  energy of 
+18 t o  +l9 keV. For the p w o s e s  of the following discussion 
this 1 keg difference i s  neglected, and a l l  solar wind particles 
are assumed t o  have a total energy of 18 keV. Therefore, as 
w a s  shown before, the electrons w i l l  be confined t o  lines of 
force with V > 18 kV, while the protons axe confined t o  l ines 
of force with V C 18 kV. 
The potentirtl wa8 arbitrarily chosen t o  
The potential plot shows t h a t  the 18 kV equipotential 
corresponds roughly with the auroral zone. 
and 14 show that electron precipitation w i l l  occur prinarily 
during magnetic local nighttime since the precipitation lines 
fo r  electrons are confined t o t h i s  region. 
will be a gradusl decrease inprecipitation as one goes northward 
with a maximum latitude beyond which trapping can no longer occur. 
In this d e l ,  as Figures 3.2 to 14 show, the electron precipitation 
Figures 12, 13, 
Fmthermore, there 
I 
I -  
I -  
will occur between 3.800 and 2400 MLT (magnetic local tm) in a 
zone between 12' and 2oo co-htitude, while after midnight 
the precipitation e w e  should move suut&mrd about 5" so that 
by 0300 ft is between 17' snd 25.. 
before dawn since the potential begins to  decrease as one 
progresses around a J' = const curve. 
Precipitation should end 
A sinsilar ana3ysis for proton6 s h m  the precipitation 
region t o  be primarily between 3200 and - 1800, but a th in  
band of proton precipitation extends around as far as the 
electron precipitation region. 
the electrons and w i l l  be bounded on the south during the 
nighttime b y t h t J *  = constant line which just fails t o  turn 
back toward noan in the daytime region. 
patterns are shown roughly i n  Figure 15. 
Protons precipitate south of 
Tbe precipitation 
A characteristic of the  particles which will tend t o  
kern ehctrans, in particular, confined t o  a relatively narrow 
latitude range is their initial pitch angle distribution or 
what is equivalent, the ioitial distribution of their Bm. 
one ~s8ume8 that psrticles are in i t ia l ly  trapped with an 
isotropic pitch angle distribution i n  a field of - 30 y, it 
can be sham that 994% will mirror at B values less than 
- 1500 y and 50& wfu. mirror at B vslues less than - 120 7. 
If' 
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This llleans that the mst probable d' values lie between 0.5 
and 8 (BE 
more than 90$ of the inccAning solar wind particles w i l l  have 
0.5 - J' - 8 % 
solar Wird particles Wiu have 0.5 - C J' - < 3. This can be 
seen (Figures 3.2, 13, and 14) to preferentially confine 
electrons t o  a small latitude zone near the W = 0 l ine  but wiU 
not have as much of a confining effzct on protons, especially 
in the afternoon. 
A reasonable estimate appears t o  be that  
or that mre than 5046 of the incaning 
As observed by satellite borne detectors, particles 
m a g  in the manner described should have several striking 
features. 
be%ween the proton region and the electron region. 
discussion the i n i t i a l  kinetic energy of the protons and 
electrons was ignored, and thus a l ine  boundary was predicted. 
Actually the boundary will be a region i n  which very low- 
energy electrons and protons are found. Tl?e width of the 
boundary should correspond t o  a potential difference equal t o  
the sum of the maximum pro to^ kinetic energy and naxbnm 
electron kinetic energy as the particles enter the magnetosphere. 
This would appear to be a few 'kilovolts for solar wind pasticles. 
The corresponding width of the bomdary is mughly 100 ha near 
local midnight, and 200 Ism near local noon. 
Perhaps the most striking w i l l  be the boundary 






should reach its greatest width just before dusk or  just after 
dam, where the electric field is weakest and therefore the 
e q u i . n t i a L  lines are f a r t h e s t  apart. 
as 500 km across. At  any rate one should observe a general 
anticorrelation between 1-40 keV electrons and 1-40 keV protons, 
i.e., 
Here it may be 88 much 
j (we li0 kev) of m m  of >, 
j W p <  k e V  I boundary j (W C 40 keVl I P 
Anot3er s t r i k i n g  feature of the theory is the spectral 
change expected 8 s  one crosses the boundary. 
t o  assume that the particles fram the solar wind are the mst 
abundant particles i n  the region &ere thEy are allowed. 
the south of t h i s  region a r e  found m r e  durably-trapped 
particles which (at least i n  the case of electrons) are known 
t o  have a harder spectrum. Then the electron spectrum between 
1 and 100 keV should be much softer north of the bcrmdary than 
south of it, Le., 
It seems reasonable 
To 
The solar wind p w i c l e s  cannot be bccelerated t o  energies 
greater than - 4 0  keV by the fields assumed i n  th i s  model. 
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An opposite effect mi@ be expected for protons but 
for the fact that the intensity of the :?i& energy, more durably 
trapped protons may decrease rapidly with increasing latitude 
i n  this regLon. 
It is interesting t o  note that  t u s  theory predicts that  
a l l  particles whose kinetic energy a t  the surface of the 
malpletosphere is negligible, when observed within the  magneto- 
sphere w i l l  have a kinetic energy equal t o  the poteritial 
difference between the napetospheric surface and the field line 
on which the particle is observed. This means that equi- 
potential surfaces will appear as surfaces on which pmticles 
of a definite energy are observed. Tfiese surfaces at auroral 
l8titudes are roughly alipedwiththe contours of ccnstant 
magnetic latitude. 
i n  a fixed nanner. 
as a local time variation i n  the energy of precizitated 
particles. 
particle energyproportfonal t o  the charge in t n e  potential 
difference between the  f ie ld  l i n e  on which the particles are 
observed and that of the surface of the magnetosphere. 
However, they do deviate fmm such contours 
This would w e a r  t o  earthbound observers 
Satell i te observations sholiid indicate a change i n  
A consideration of the electric fields used i n  this 




earth a t  a given latitude w i l l  have energies which are a few 
keV during the early evening and get progressively larger at 
later times around to a few hours after midnight, 
energy attainable is about 35 keV. 
The maximum 
The simple picture derived frorm our calculation is 
m d i f e d  by several phsnmena which we have not cansidered i n  
detail. 
in the transition region surrounding the mgnetospfiere) are 
For one thing the incmbg particles (i-e., particles 
observed t o  have energles up t o  a t  least  several +,ens of 
kilovolts. These particles w i l l  be found t o  have energies 
several tens of kilovolts different from those particles whose 
ernes were smziJl on the surface. If the energy spectrum 
outside the magnetosphere is sufficiently soft these higher 
energgparticles w i l l .  not contribute sigaificantly t o  the 
fluxe8. 
electric fields due t o  .. The particle energization 
caused by such f ie ld8  is not considered i n  th i s  t k o r y ,  and 
only if such fields produce energy changes that are negligible 
should the theory give accurate predictions. Actually, there 
Another factor is the presence of nonconsemtive 
aii 
probably are nonconservatfve fields (for example that due t0 
the wobble of the earth'8 magr,etic asds) which can came 
energy chsngesof the same crder as those caused by the 
I . 
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conservative fields, ard these w i l l  probably give rise t o  a 
teqoral and gpatial mdulation of the particle patterns. Such 
f'ields may also be able to drive particles frcsn the auroral 
regions int0 the radiation belts, A f i n a l  factor which we 
niention, a3thuugh we feel it is probably negligible, is thst  
of particles 0rigfnatir;g w i t h i n  the magnetosphere instead of 
on its surface. If' s-zch parbicles have lox energy (W - 1 keV) 
when they becoae trapped initidly they will be confined to one 
side of the eqxlpotential suri'ace on w3ich they originate. The 
processes cawing particles to origk-ate in the magnetosphere 
a l l  appear to be weak and incspa?de of producingt2ie ln€ense 
auroral fluxes, e.g., a,ccderstion of ionospheric particles, 
nuclear decay, ionization of neutral atoms, etc. 
In short, the fact that one observes a spectrum of 
particle energies rather thm a monoenergetic beam at a given 
point in the auroral zone or at higher latitudes does not imply 
that the auroral process w e  have described does not take place, 
but that other processes which we have not considered i n  detail  
also contribute. 
In summa.ry, ouf roodel provides the following description 
of auroral processes: 
1. Aurora l  particles originate in the solar Wind with 
energies < - f keV. 
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2. They are trapped near the surface of the -tosphere 
with 0.5 < .y J' - 5.0 % 
a l o q  surfaces of constant S t ineir  energies are 
increased by the electrostatic f ield t o  1 to  35 keV. 
They will not r a n  i n  trapped orbits (unless 
carried Lit0 them bynonconservstive electric fields, 
a process which we have not considered) but w i l l  
either precipitate into the atnrosphere and be 
absorbed, or  w i l l  drif't back out of the magnetosphere 
again. 
and as they drift  
3- There will be a clefinite bolrndarg between the region 
where solar w i n d  electrons may be found arid the region 
where solar windprotons may be found, the protons 
confined south of the electrons. 
boundary should be 100-500 Inn. 
should occur during the * day, especially near the 
dawn-dwk meridiari an3 the  minhun widths should 
occur near midnight. 
should be i n  t he  redon of auroral activity. 
The width of t h i s  
!Be maxinum widths 
The location of th i s  boundary 
4. Electron spectra should be harder south of the boundary 
than north of it. 
5.  Electron precipitation w i l l  occur primarily i n  8 narrow 
range of latitudes on the night-side of the earth. 
Protons w i l l  be precipitate3 over a large area in the 
afternoon and i n  a narrow region s a t h  of the electrons 
throughout t-ne night. 
6. A fairly sharp ImmGmy of the af%ernoon proton precipita- 
t2on should occur at the magnetic noon meridian; no proton 




Although there have been many experimental studies of 
auroral phenamerza, there have been relatively few measurements 
made of the low energy particles (1-20 k e ~ )  which are 
esrpsrently the major source of energy for  auroral phenomena 
[%2Il.wain, 1960’3 It is the measurement of these particles 
which can be campared directily with our predictiom. 
The f-lrst measurements of these particles were apparently 
those of IkIlwain. 
he detected intense fluxes of low energy electrons 
j (W C 30 keV) - 10g electrons (cm ~ e c  sterad)-’. 
On two rocket fl-ts into active ~u~wlpas 
2 The proton 
fluxes in a s h i b r  energy range were at least a factor of 1 2 
less intense. 
be nearly monoenergetic a t  6 keV. 
be expected if the precipitation of solar wind electrons were 
caused by an electrostatic field. 
reported an exponentid spectrum w5th an e-folding energy of 
5 keV, although he points out that the rea l  spectrum could 
have been significantly different frm this. 
most o f t h e  energy flux observed was due t o  electrons with 
energies of less than 40 keV. 
On one flight the electrox spectrum appeared t o  
This is precisely what would 
On his other fl,ight, M c I l w a h  
He did find that 
. 
McIlwain's measurements show that the particles associated 
with an auroral event are consistent with the predictions of our 
model. 
the spatial distri5ulion of such particles. 
studies of these lov energy particles by the Lockheed group 
[sharp e t  d., I*; Meyerott, 1g€J+3 give sigriificant information 
about latitudinal and megnetic local time variations. 
studies were nade on five days of l a t e  Octcber and ewly 
lQoveniber 1963 with a satel l i te  i n  a low dtitude polar orbit. 
They indicate that proton precipitation does occur in the 
SFternwn and during the night but is  con6picrouely absent 
i n  the l a t e  mmxnng - hours. (The times when tus satellite 
passed tho-  auroral latitudes were 8pproxbately 2200 t o  
0400 at night and 10oO to 1600 during the day.) 
these observations seem t o  indicate that the nighttime 
proton precipitation occurs a t  a lower l a t i t i de  and over a 
smaller range of lstitudes than the daytime precipitation. 
The nighttime proton precipitction appears t o  be somewhat more 
extensive than that predicted by our model. 
could be explained by a minor modification of the electric 
potential system. 
lines closed around the 
H i s  two rocket flights, hmver,  give no information on 
More recent satelllte 
These 
In addition, 
Such an effect 
If' the 0 kV and -5 kV equipotential 
of the potential system 
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instead of turning southward in the afternoan (see Figure 6), 
then many protons would drift around t o  the night side and 
occupy a wider band of latitudes instead of precipitating in 
the afternoon. 
sharp et ~ l .  C19641 f~nd precipitation of electrons on 
bath the day and night sides of the aurora3 zone. 
events heve fluxes which are less intense and ham a noticeably 
harder spectrum than the nig%ttime events. 
tion of electrons (at  least before noon) is not predicted by 
our nmdel, but the fact that the spectrum is harder and the 
events less intense may be a,n indication that these particles 
cone I’rm a different source. 
that these morning events occur on lines of force on which 
outer zone elsctrons (W 2 40 kev) are generally present 
whereas at least the northern part of the n i g h t t h e  encounters 
axe abwe the outer zone cutoff. 
outer zone electrons which are observed t o  precipitate in 
latemorning rather than electrons cCaning directly A-am the 
The daytime 
Bytime precipita- 
It may also be significant 
One may then say that  it is 
solar wind. 
Further indications that these morning electrons are 
actually of different origin thsr. tftose wfiich are observed to 




electron fluxes (W > 10 &v) greater t'i;an 2.5 x 10 p a r t i d e s  
(an sec sterad).' during the daytime using nearly a year of 
Injun III data. This i s  an indication that the morning fluxes 
observed by the Lockheed grcnq were actually nmnlr fluxes of 
more energetic particles, while the nighttime events were due 
to true auroral particles. 
They observed no wcurrences of low energy 
7 
2 
In Figure l6 the data of Fr i tz  and Gurnett are s v r -  
imposed on our predicted precipitation regions. 
the &.ape of tkie precipitation region is i n  reasonable agreement 
with the predictions based on our model. 
find events at lover latitudes than we predict is p-y due t o  
the fact  that  the nelrtrel point i n  our moiiel should be a t  a 
few degrees lower latitude and therefore at a lower potential 
thus making the boumhry farther south. 
precipitation region is sensitive also to the  choice of electric 
field. Rough cslculatfons show that  temporal CheLnges i n  
the electric field of the SD curreat system and in the CO- 
rotation electric f i e l d  (due to the wobble of the dipole &s) 
can shift the whole pattern of precipitction coiltours i n  our 
model by 8s much as 10 degrees of latitude. Thus one should 
not attach too much sigrdficance to the fecct that particles 
We feel that 
The fact that they 
The shape of the 
. 
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are observed to precipitate south of the region where the model 
predicts. We feel  that the same methods applied to a model 
which included the time behavior of the electric field would 
reproduce the o b s e r d  precipitation region with a high 
degree of accuracy. 
We should probably point out that F’ritz ar,d Curnett 
carried out an extensive fiequency-of-occurrnce ana,lysis 
&to show that the day-night aspmetry as w e l l  as the 
latitudinal depen-ce is real and no+, due t o  biased 
s s t e l l i t e  sampling. I n  addition their determinations of electron 
spectra be- 10 and 40 k&V show nearly discontinuous softening 
as the satellite moves northward out of the outer zone. 
Observatims of the hydrogen aurora show tnat in the 
evening it generally occurs south of fhe region where 
atmospheric emissiofis (e.g., 0, N2, etc. & caused by electron 
banbardmen$ occur see Rees e t  al., 19611 
variation ncwing t o  progressively lower lztitudes during the 
pre-midnight hours. 
light emission, which nay cover me t o  - fifteen degrees of 
latitude, is often sharply separated fron the brighter electron 
aurora t o  the north by a dark enissioriess b m d  [Galperin, 1963; 
m o l t  e t  al., 19621 
+ 
It shows a dim-al 
It is reported that the band of hydrogen 
Ti.le hydrogen emissions are generally 
. 
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attributed to recombination of ionospheric electrons with 
protons stopped i n  the atmosphere. 
f i t  well with our theory since ue do expect protons to 
precipitate south of the electron precipitation region during 
the nighttime. The dark emissionless band separating electron 
and hydrogen auroras is, by our theory, the W=O l ine ,  that is, 
the surface within the magnetosphere ~ o s e  potential is equal 
t o  that of the outer boundary of the msgneC,osphere. 
'Ehese observations obviously 
-
-
Despite the rather striking agre-ts w i t h  predictions 
of the theory, we xmast point out that we do not predict an 
advance of the hydmgen aurorae to the north of the electrons 
a.f'ter midnight-a feature which is frequently reported. 
Finally, it is interesting t o  note that  the high latitude 
boundruy of the trapped particles i n  the outer zone as reported 
by various e x p r i t e r s  [O'Brien, 1963; MeMarmid a3ld Burrows, 
1964;   rank, van Allen, 
well with the w=O l ine  of our model, i.e., with the low 
latitude boundary of the solar wind electrons. 
indication tha t  the W=O l ine mapped into the eqttstorial plane 
corresponds t o  the inner edge of the current sheet i n  the 
tail, since, as noted i n  Section II, energetic particles are 
not likely t o  be durably trapped on lines of force which penetrate 
the current sheet. 
Craven, 19641 corresponds fair* 




In general, experhental data seem t o  fit the predic- 
tions Of our nodel very well. 
indicate that at least in same regions of the magnetosphere 
there ase processes taking place which we have not taben into 
account. 
with -18 < X C 500 keV or protons with 18 < I( < 500 keV, 8 
population which includes a large number of the particles 
tr-d i n  the radiation belts, we cannot expect to have 8 
complete picture. Furthemore, it is clear that there are 
significant time dependent components of the fields a c h  we 
have also neglected. 
the stability of the distribution of plasma in the magcetosphere 
wkidh are prabably 5mportant in the t o t a l  picture- 
mere are several devistions which 
Since we have not a t t w t e d  to treat the electrons 
!bere are also phenomena depending on 
l -  
As was mentioned earlier, individ?al. ingredients of 
this model were present i n  earlier models. These ingredients 
were a distorted dipole magnetic field and an electric field, 
Hone6 c19631 calculated magnetic f ie ld  l ine configurations and 
convective motions of trapped particles i n  a distorted magnetic 
field taking i n to  account onlythe electric f i e ld  produced by 
the earth's rctation. 
an extremely distorted model i n  their proposaJ. of a magneto- 
spheric tai l  many astronomical units long. W o r d  and Hines 
c19611 introduced the idea of interna3 convection (i*e., 
electric fields) driven by the solas wind. 
however, calculate particle motions i n  quantitative detail. 
Mwda c19641 and Hones [1965] have calculated pasticle paths 
i n  a diple  magnetic field and an electric f ield derived from 
the S currents. (Such calculations presumably eve results 
which apply t o  motion on the l o w  latitude magnetic field 
lines.) 
distortion of the dipole magnetic field (both by the external 
pressure of the solar -wind and by the newly-detected current 
sheet) with those due t o  a carefk33-y derived representation 
of the electric field. This mc?elprovir3es what we believe 
h s s l e r  and Juday E19651 have considered 
They did not, 
Q 
The present model canbines the effects d i i  t o  the 
5 1  
- .  
t o  be rea3istic explanations of many auroral processes. 
Dessler and Juday c1965, p. 633 objected to models such as 
this  stating tha t  the "primary difficulty with neutral point 
theories is explaining the  occurrence of nighttime aurora. 
Their objection t o  models such as that  of Axford and =ne8 is 
that It f a i l s  t o  predict 811 auroral "zone", f .e. ,  does not 
confine auroral phenomena to  a s m d l  range of latitudes. 
have shown i n  this study that both these objections can be 
oyerc~e .  
nighttime aurora and confines it t o  a relatively narrow 
lati tudinal zone. Furthermore, it should be pointed aut that  
this is accomplished with the neutral point line not at 
auroral zone latitudes but at a co-latitude of - loo, its 
location i n  theoretical models cf the  magnetosphere such as 
n 
We 
We do have a neutrd point theory which predicts 
Mead's t19641. 
A basic difference between this model and that of Axford 
and Hines is our reliance upon reasonably well founded electro- 
s ta t ic  fields to produce acceleration and precipitation of 
auroral particles while Axford and Hines called upon convected 
turbulence t o  produce the auroral phenomena- 
s t i l l  m u s t  invoke turbulence or  instebil i ty t o  explain the s m a l l  




We have found that calculations of adiabatic motion of 
charged particles i n  a model which incorporates reasonable 
represeritations of the static electric and magnetic fields 
s u r m a  tbe earth provide predictions of auroral 
phenomena wihich are consistent with observations. 
study confirms the applicability of adiabatic theory t o  
!lbs, our 
calculations of particle motions, even i n  t h e  distant  re@ons 
of the ~~ag~etosphere.  
particularly bqortant result of our wcrk. 
We regard th i s  coxfizmtion as a 
For, although only 
static fields have been considered here, the general 
qp l icabi l i ty  of adiabatic theory to  time-verying fields 
[Northrap mll Teller, 19603 implies that  8 wfde rsxe of 
phenomena attributable t o  the magnetospheric t a i l  may be 
studied using the adiabatic approximation. 
The peneral pattern of the electric potefltial system 
(and thus of the convective motions of low-energy plasma) i n  
tbe magnetosphere appears t o  be established by the  earth's 
rotation, but energy is added t o  t h i s  basic rotational 
convection pattern i n  some m e r  by the solar wind. The 
electric fields are such as t o  prohibit entry of solar wind 




I -  
entry and subsequent energization of solar-wind electrons 
along the evening-side of the tail. 
Fmm to dawn through the ma&nefosphere, constitute 
a current which establishes and controls the length of t he  
tail. 
Tbe electrons, drif ' ting 
!be majority of the  l o w  energy particles found in 
auroral regions orlgimte in the  solar wind wi th  8 relatively 
smaU energy ( < - 1 keV). 
trapped an the surface or' the magnetosphere. 
back and forth they drift 1ongituEnaXly due t o  both the 
electric f ield and the inhmogeneities i n  the magnetic field. 
The particles are energized as their  magnetic drifts carry 
them along i n  the direction of the electric force. 
a t t a i n  energies i n  the range of 1 to 35 keV, while c o n s e m  
their  magnetic moment, they are continually driven t o  mirror at 
larger B values. Many of the particles will act1lally be driven 
darn 80 that  they mirror in the  atmosphere and are lost. 
a particle reaches its maximum energy withoat precipitating 
it w i l l  begin losing energy again and w i l l  drift badb aut of the 
xnagnetoqhere (alternatively, particles might be driven by 
nonconservative electric fields t o  li:les of force on which they 
W i l l  be stably trapped). 
These particles become temporarily 
As they bounce 
As they 
If 
Electrons which precipitate w i l l  do so north of a l ine 
corresponding t o  the intersection of an equipotential surface 
with the surface of the earth. Tfie potential of t h i s  surfsce 
is equal t o  that of the magnetospheric surface. 
w i l l  precipitate south of thi8 same line. 
precipitate almost completely during the nighttime in  a band 
which presumably corresponds to  the auroral zone. 
w i l l .  precipitate over a widespread area i n  the afternoon and 
mer a very narrow band just south of the electron precipitation 
region during the night. 
The protons 
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Pigve 1. The cross section of the -el used for the ma$netic 
field i n  the noon-midnight plane. 
image dipole moment (R), its distance (5) f r o m  the 
dipole of the earth b, and the strength of the magnetic 
f ie ld  caused by the current sheet were the parameters 
varied to f i t  magnetometer messurements of the rea l  
f i e ld .  
me strength of the 
Numbers along: anti-solar axis are radial distances 
in RE' 
F'igure 2. Intersections of the magnetic lines of force With 
the geomagnetic equatorial plane. 
with the co-latitude of the field line at the surface of 
the earth. 
which emanate fiom meridian planes spaced at intervsls 
of 30" i n  longitude beginning a t  the noon meridian. 
P?imibers along the axes are radial distances i n  %. 
View is from above North Pole, 
Points are labeled 
hs t  of the points sham represent l ines 
Figure 3. Location on the earth's surface of the f ie ld  lines 
rWch make up the  magnetospheric tail- 
Figure 4. Twelve mnth average of SD currents in the polar 
ionosphere derived f'rm -tic bays [after SUs'bee and 
Vestine, 19421. 
Figure 5. Potential system derived f r o m  current system i n  
Figure 4 mapped on the geomagnetic polas regions. 
~ach circle represents 5" co-latitude . 
61 
. Figure 60 Potential system of Figure 5 corrected for charge 
sqaration caused by the rotation of the ionosphere 
with the earth. 
kilovolts. 
EquipotentiaJ- curves are labeled i n  
Figure 7. Electric potentials of Figure 6 mcrpped i n t o  the 
equatorid plane viewed from above North Pole. 
Figure 8, Eguipotentials (kV) mqped into a plane perpendicular 
t o  the a d s  of t h e  magretospheric tail a t  a radial dis- 
tance of 40 RE. View is toward the sun f r o m  far behind 
the ea.rt,h. Dashed lines connect points of intersection 
of the lines o f  force emansting From 8 constant co- 
latitude (Go) on the surface of the earth with the plane 
x = -40 I$. 
of the field l ines at the earth i n  degrees. 
lhrnbers along these curves are the longitude 
Figure 9. Plot of J' versus Bm for selected f ie ld  Unes which 
emanate from the  mrrfece of the earth within 1' of the 
noon mridian plane. 
latitude of the  f i e l d  l ine at the surface of the earth. 
Curves are labeled with the co- 
Figure 10. Plot similar t o  Figure 9 for f ie ld  l ines emanating 
f m m  dawn or dusk meridian plane. 
Figure U. Plot similar t o  Figure 9 for f ie ld  l ines emanating 
f'rom niwght meridian plaae. 
Mgure 12. Intersection of surfaces of constant J' with the 
surface of the earth for solar w i n d  particles with 
protons. - .. - .. - curves of constant J' for 
electrons. Labels on constant J' curves are in miits 
of (% gauss1/2)e ~ r m s  give direction of d r i f t  
along constant J' curve. 






Plot similar to Figure 12 for p = 20 keV/gauss.  
Plot similar t o  Figure 12 for p = 5 keV/gauss. 
Summary of regions wirere the assumed electrostatic 
fields w i l l  cause so- wind particles t o  precipitate. 
Figure 16. Cumparison of electron region with Injun III 
Black dots represent the satel l i te  observations. 
approxhate position at the surface of the earth of 
f i e ld  lines on which intense fluxes ( 2 2.5 x 13 particles 
(cm see sterad)-’) of low energy (W ,> 10 keQ) electrons 
were encountered. 
where solar w i n d  electrons are allowed in  our model. 
7 
2 
S h g l y  crosshatched area is region 
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CONTOURS OF CONST J' 
I FOR K =  W K e V  0" OPEN FIELD LINES 
p= 50 Kev/gwss 1 ELECTRON REGION 




K=k18 KeV OPEN FIELD LINES 
p =  20 KeVIgauss ELECTRON REGION 









FOR OPEN FIELD LINES 
K='18 KeV I ELECTRON REGION 
p = 5 KeV/GAUSS 
W,~c,p= 2.5 KeV SUN 










ELECTRON PRECIP REGION 
SUN PROTON PRECIP REGION 
FIGURE 15 
27 
COMPARISON OF PRECIPITATION REGION WITH OBSERVED FLUXES OF 
electrons 
(cm2 sec sterad) 
j(Ee 210 KeV) S2.5X IO' 
ADAPTED FROM FRITZ 8 GURNETT 
180" 
90 O 
